




Don’t you know?
recycling is the way to go!

Recycle in school, at home, and 
anywhere in between! Check 
out where the Recycle Guys 
recycle in this activity book.
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Check out our rec  ycling super stars!
Recycling can look different from place to place, but the main things that 
are widely acceptable in our state are plastic bottles, jars, tubs and jugs; 
metal cans; glass bottles and jars; paper and boxes. Recycling these items 
keeps them out of the trash and lets them become something new! Always 

check with an adult to see what is recyclable in your area!

glass
glass

plastic
plastic

Pete the Bottle

dottie bottle
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metal
metal

can guy

Newspaper guy
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Reuse bottles or jars before recycling them! 

Get crafty! Lots of items can be used creatively or 
for art. For example, use the backside of old school 
papers for new drawings.

Try taking a reusable bag with you instead of 
paper or plastic.

Take a reusable water bottle with you to reduce 
your plastic use.

You can reduce the amount of waste 
going into landfills and help protect the 

environment by doing some simple things:

Can you list five items that you use 
that can be reused or reduced?

Reduce and Reuse
before you Recycle!

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________
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A K R E C O V E R Y M F

N E W S P A P E R R L I

L T A S A B O X E E P B

A I S L P A L N E C R E

N Q T N E X L C O Y E R

D W E T R E U S E C V Q

F A O K E D T M B L E F

I G U O E R I W H E N O

L C A R D B O A R D T R

L T R A S H N T X A I E

R E S O U R C E S H O S

W E N V I R O N M E N T

Paper is an important resource. Each year North 
Carolinians throw away enough recyclable paper to fill 
1,000 soccer fields three feet deep. See if you can find 

these recycling words hidden in the letters below!   

Box 
Cardboard

Environment
Fiber

Forest

Landfill
Litter

Newspaper
Paper

Pollution

Prevention
Recovery
Recycled
Reduce

Resources 

Reuse
Trash
Tree

Waste
Wood

word search

See page 23 for answers

Recycling is important even when you are out and 
about. If recycling isn't available where you are, 
consider taking things home with you to recycle.
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Recycling is important even when you are out and 
about. If recycling isn't available where you are, 
consider taking things home with you to recycle.

recycle at the park!
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Connect the dots and a 
familiar image will appear!

Connect the Dots!
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color by the number!
Find out who likes to relax by 

the lake after a day of recycling!

1. Yellow

2. red

3. blue

4. Light blue

5. green

6. purple
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It is important to recycle your plastic bottles here in North Carolina! Did you know 
that plastic bottles are often made into things like t-shirts and shoes? Every plastic 
bottle that you recycle helps create jobs across the state! If every household recycled 

just two more bottles a week, it could create more than 300 jobs a year!

Plastics Recycling

How do you know something is a bottle?
Just like you, a bottle has a neck smaller than its body.
 Circle all the plastic bottles in the coloring page. 

activity
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It is important to recycle your plastic bottles here in North Carolina! Did you know 
that plastic bottles are often made into things like t-shirts and shoes? Every plastic 
bottle that you recycle helps create jobs across the state! If every household recycled 

just two more bottles a week, it could create more than 300 jobs a year!
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Recycling Reduces Litter!
Litter is a name for trash that is left out and about 
in public places. It is a problem for the environment! 
Make sure that litter goes in the right place. Let's 

work together to keep our environment clean.

Animals don't like litter either! Can you draw 
three animals you would find in a park that would 

appreciate a clean environment?
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which way to the 
material recovery facility?

MRF

Material Recovery Facility or MRF is a fancy 
name for the place where recyclables go to be 

sorted into paper, plastic, metal and glass so that 
they can go on to be made into new things.
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recycle at home!
Home can look different from person to person

and so can recycling. If you don't have recycling
where you live, you can still collect recyclables and

ask a trusted adult to help take it to a recycling center.
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Color the objects made from tires yellow.
Color the objects made from paper blue.
Color the objects made from cans red. 

Color the objects made from plastic bottles green.

Foil

news

Newspaper T-shirt

Gym matPencils Soda Can

What Am I Made Out Of?

See page 23 for answers16



Color the objects made from tires yellow.
Color the objects made from paper blue.
Color the objects made from cans red. 

Color the objects made from plastic bottles green.

recycle in the bathroom!
There are lots of recyclable items living in your 

bathroom like bottles, jars and jugs. Don't forget to 
place them in the recycling when they are empty.
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Can you unscramble the following items 
found in a recycling container? 

JUMBLE!

T B L T E O S

L M K I    G U S J

l a m t e    N A S C

B D O R A A C D R

L E A R C E    O X E S B

G S A S L

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _   _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _

See page 23 for answers18



recycle at the pool!
Recycling is important even when you are 
out and about. If recycling isn't available 

where you are, consider taking things home 
with you to recycle.
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Recyclable products come from parts of the earth called 
natural resources. They are made into useable material 
through industrial processes. Draw a line to match each 
Recycle Guy with the natural resource they are made 

from. The industrial process is already in the right place.

Everything we recycle 
comes from the earth!

PaperPaper

glassglass

plasticplastic

metalmetal

Trees harvested/cut down

sand mined/hauled

rocks (ore) Mining

oil refinementfossils

resource process

See page 23 for answers20



Be a Planet Saver,
Not a Waste Maker!

Many little deeds make a big impact! 
Help reduce waste by bringing your own 

reusable shopping bag.
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See page 24 for answers
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ACROSS
1. 54% of North Carolinians have 

access to curbside ________.

3. Reduce, ________, Recycle!

5. Help keep North Carolina ________!

8. ________ is what you call decaying 
plant material. It is like recycling 
with nature!

10. Recycling is good for the________.

11. Recycling can reduce ________.

13. Clothing and carpet are types 
 of goods that can be made from 
 recycled ________.

15. Save ________ by turning off lights 
 when you leave a room.

16 .________ is made from sand.

DOWN
1. ________ is when you use less of 

something.

2. ________ are great for powering a 
phone or toy but should never go in 
the recycling.

4. ________ comes from trees.

6. Don’t be a ________ bug!

7. This is where most garbage should 
end up.

9. Recycling conserves natural ________.

12. Save ________ by turning off the 
 faucet while brushing your teeth.

14. If in doubt, throw it out! If you 
 aren't sure if something should go 
 in the recycling it should go into 
 the ________.

Crossword
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Answer key

Page #6 word search:

Bottles

Milk jugs

Metal cans

Cardboard

Cereal boxes

Glass

Page #18 Jumble:

Page #16 What am I made out of:
Tires are recycled into a:
Gym mat

Paper is recycled into:
Newspaper and pencils

Cans are recycled into:
Foil and a soda can

Plastic bottles are recycled into a: 
T-shirt 
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Page #20 Everything we recycle 
comes from the earth!:

PaperPaper

glassglass

plasticplastic

metalmetal

Trees harvested/cut down

sand mined/hauled

rocks (ore) Mining

oil refinementfossils

natural
resource

industrial
process



Answer key

page #22 crossword: 
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